
AESTHETIC & PICTORIAL C O M M U N I C A T I O N 

SIGNS, SYMBOLS, MEANINGS, AND TEXTURES 

It is understandable that human beings are highly visual, and it was 
not until the first crude graphic display screens were introduced in 
the late 1960s that computers began to change our relationship to in-
formation and forge a new kind of space. Computers are largely based 
on the structure of he way the human brain processes information. It 
is one thing to understand that human memory is organized in lists 
and lists of lists cross-referenced by associations between them, and 
it is another thing to see that system on a screen modelled not on 
pencils and printing presses but on how a human mind processes in-
formation."1 4 5 Within this world (real and unreal), the spectator can 
freely rearrange that information and impose new structures. Seeing 
ideas as visual objects changes your view of the world because "when 
everything is visible: the display becomes the reality".146 

In visual perception we are immediately aware of the world around 
us.147 Visual perception is not passive recording of the stimulus ma-
terial, but an active concern of the mind, and reading a picture is a 
sequence of mental processes exactly like reading some other reality. 
And because the sense of sight operates selectively, then the percep-
tion of different shapes consists of the application of form categories, 
which one might call visual concepts. The theory of visual perception 
as coordination, assumption and estimation, was gradually developed 
by gestalt psychologists and their successors f rom about 1920, and 
was taken from perceptual and cognitive psychology into art theory 
through the 1950s. The most notable developers in that process were 
Rudolf Arnheim, E.H. Gombrich, György Kepes and Anton Ehren-

148 zweig. 

For example for Arnheim "every element of a work of art is indispen-
sable for the one purpose of pointing out the theme, which embodies 
the nature of existence for the artist."149 In this sense Arnheim finds 
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symbolism even in works that, at first sight, seem to be little more 
than arrangements of fairly neutral objects. The meaning of a per-
ceived event changes the pattern of possibilities for future action, and 
meaning is the selective function on the range of the recipient's states 
of conditional readiness for goal directed activity; so the meaning of a 
message to you is its selective function on the range of your states of 
conditional readiness.'"50 

Defined in this way, meaning is clearly a relationship between the 
message and the recipient rather than a unique property of the mes-
sage alone.151 And Donald MacKay suggests that states of readiness 
are for organism's large numbers of conditional probabilities. Asking 
a question is a means of changing the conditional probabilities of 
the questioner 's states of readiness.152 The Gestalt psychologists were 
the first to establish the significance of phantom forms in visual sys-
tems.153 Phantom formalisations can transform scattered, atomistic 
sense data into configurations, forms, objects, and scenes. Resem-
blance itself is a phantomisation when, for example, the perceiving 
mind groups a particular patch of grey tones into a shadow-moulded 
face. Phantomisations are not merely subjective but shared and social 
facts, which are rooted in coordination with the material aspects of 
the world. One might even speak of vision having its own syntax and 
grammar, woven from the brain's structures and experiences, and 
handling language as one kind of structure amongst others. Phantom 
forms can transform concrete graphic features into pictorial repre-
sentation. They are particularly important in editing, in determining 
what will be a strong or weak feature, w hat will catch the attention 
and what will be overlooked. 

Like the Gestalt psychologists, Hugo Münsterberg felt that every ex-
perience is a relation between a part and whole, between figure and 
ground. It is the mind, which has the ability to resolve this relation 
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and organize its perceptual field. Münsterberg was the pioneer of the 
film/mind analogy to film theory. The perception of movement, or 
the impression of it, was not a result of seeing successive stages of the 
image, but included a higher mental act. The spectator invests the 
impressions into them. He ascribes the sensation of viewing move-
ment to the displacement of a figure on its ground and mentions 
that we can, through willed attention, reverse that relation, altering 
our perception of the movement. All depends on how our attention 
structures the perception.154 Movement's vectors and anticipated 
trajectories commonly override the static features of a composition, 
creating new, and more choreographic impression. 

Münsterberg had a hierarchic notion of the mind; that is, he felt 
it was comprised of several levels, the higher levels depending on 
the operation of the lower. Each level resolves the chaos of undis-
tinguished stimuli by a veritable act virtually creating the world of 
objects, events, and emotions that each of us lives in. At its primary 
level, the mind animates the sensory world with motion. It is well 
known that his description of the so-called phi-phenomenon put him 
decades ahead of later theorists who would account for ' the illusion 
of moving pictures by recourse to the theory of "retention of visual 
stimulus." Münsterberg characteristically went beyond this passive 
view to an active one in which the mind at its most primitive level 
confers motion on stimuli. The spectator interacts on an individual 
basis with it, because e the meanings are created through attention. 

Münsterberg describes this phenomenon by recounting some fa-
mous experiments in perception, but he never tries to explain it. The 
phi-phenomenon is for him a given. It shows that at its most basic 
level the mind has its ow n laws and constructs our world in exercis-
ing them.155 It shows as well that the technology of film implicitly 
recognizes these laws and works its effects on the mind itself. This 
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single, basic mental capability was enough to let Münsterberg con-
ceive of the entire cinematic process as a mental process. Cinema 
was the art of the mind.156 The art of the photoplay is to organize and 
control different responses in the most suitable way. This way one 
can achieve aesthetic affects from the experience. The view of film 
form as mind's eye view coheres well with an emphasis on film as 
diagram, as discourse, as a sequence of ideas in visual form, or like 
in formalism, a sequence of forms re-presenting visual ideas. Moreo-
ver film, like the other visual arts, represents visual thinking and vis-
ible thought. In a word, forms in art, media, and discourse exist in 
hybrids of forms, perception and the perceived. Mind or mentalist 
theories risk occluding a raison d'etre of film form, that the mind, 
instead of relying on its own resources, is presented instead with a 
real representation to offer stabilised forms, interesting detail, and 
stimulating information. 

For example, parallel editing in film differed from standard proce-
dures, and it was mind's capacity to split its attention or to distrib-
ute its interest over number of events at roughly the same time. It 
seemed obvious to Münsterberg to describe all cinematic properties 
as mental. Besides the basic quality of motion, he notes that close-ups 
and camera angles exist because of the mind's very way of work-
ing, and this is "attention." Not only does the mind live in a moving 
world, it organizes that world by means of this property of attention. 
In the same way the motion picture is not a mere record of motion, 
but an organized record of the way the mind creates a meaningful 
reality. Attention operates on the world of sensation and motion, just 
as angle, composition, and focal length are properties a step above 
sheer recording of intermittent photographs. 

At even higher level Münsterberg confronts the mental operat ions 
of memory and imagination which go beyond simple attention to 
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give this world a sense, an impact, a personal direction. The filmic 
properties which respond to these mental operations are the various 
kinds of editing all of which confer on both motion and significant 
camera work a dramatic direction and organization. At the highest 
mental level are emotions, which Münsterberg considers to be com-
plete mental events.157 

Thus in ascending his psychological hierarchy, Münsterberg has care-
fully pointed to the material analogues in cinema, which relate to 
each stage of mentality. The primitive illusion of movement given 
to us by the mind's operation on intermit tent photographs is sup-
plemented by select attention attained via angle, composition, image 
size, and lighting. Corresponding to memory and imagination are the 
natural resources of editing, which compress or expand time, create 
rhythms, and render flashbacks or dream scenes. Since the materials 
of cinema are the resources of the mind, the form of cinema must 
mirror mental events, that is, emotions. Film is the medium not of 
the world, but of the mind. Its basis lies not in technology but in 
mental life. 

The mention of the free play of the mind and separation from practi-
cal again sound the Kantian traces. Film is connected with realm of 
freedom that has both psychological and metaphysical dimensions. 
Münsterberg links film with existing conceptions of art in order to 
defend it against its detractors, and the conceptions of art he invokes 
do not tie the object in any essential way with the imitation of the 
outer world.158 Following Kant, Münsterberg employs an entirely dif-
ferent kind of analysis when he turns from psychology to aesthet-
ics. Psychology is part of a scientific mode of thought. It tries to 
explain aspects of what Kant called the phenomenal realm, the realm 
of sense experience where things are linked in time, space, and cau-
sality. Aesthetics plays an important role in the overall philosophy of 
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Kant and an even more important role in Münsterberg's system.15" A 
disjunction between outer forms of space, time, causality, and mental 
processes is essential to Münsterberg's theory.160 According to Car-
roll, Münsterberg often speaks of functions, which means that his 
analogies might not be called phenomenological but functional.161 So, 
functional analogies might be developed between mind and film. The 
sciences of the phenomenal world can never get outside that world 
to the basis of life and consciousness. They are locked within a world 
of causality. He also placed ethical first principles there which serve 
to justify our normal moral sense, giving us the ability to judge one 
action as better than another and, more important, allowing us to 
go beyond ourselves in so judging. Just as we demand that everyone 
accept the logical principles by w hich we make sense of the material 
world, so we demand that everyone recognize the transcendence of 
certain moral principles without which we couldn't properly speak 
of right and wrong actions. For Münsterberg the isolated art object 
must appeal to the disinterested perceiver in all its uniqueness, first 
stirring the mind and then putting it to rest. 162 

The film must follow a purely mental world, replacing the relations of 
appearances in the world with mental relations. The film differs f rom 
the dream mainly in completeness. Whereas the dream may arouse 
certain fantasies and emotions, leaving us bew ildered or trembling on 
awakening, the aesthetic film will dispel all the energies it calls into 
play. It will take appearances from nature reorder them in light of the 
mind, and, by doing so stir our emotions. It will then neatly tie up 
those appearances, giving them a final order, which at once asserts 
the priority of mental laws over chaotic appearances and at the same 
time completes the spectator's experience in a way, which leaves him 
lacking nothing. 
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Münsterberg's idea of the spectator 's relation to the cinema is an 
interesting point-of-view concerning the role of the spectator, and 
cognitively speaking Münsterberg was ahead of his time in noticing 
the activeness of the spectator, and the individual and personal atti-
tudes, experiences, and interests that will affect the unique decisions 
in question. Far less was understood about the workings of attention, 
imagination, memory and the emotions.165 

David Bordwell has made differentiations between four kinds ot 
meanings: referential, explicit, implicit and repressed or symptomatic.164 In 
searching for referential meanings the perceiver may construct a con-
crete "world", in constructing the film's worlds, the spectator draws 
not only on knowledge of filmic and extra filmic conventions but also 
on conceptions of causality, space, and time, and on concrete items 
of information. In explicit meanings the perceiver may move up to 
a level of abstraction and assign a conceptual meaning or "point" 
to the fabula and diegesis she constructs. In implicit meanings the 
perceiver may also construct covert, symbolic or implicit meanings, 
units of which are commonly called "themes", or problems, issues, 
questions and so on. The perceiver may also construct repressed or 
symptomatic meanings, which are like disguises; they may be treated 
as the consequence of the artist's obsessions.165 

IMAGESAND REFERENCES 

Raymond Durgnat has suggested that the te rm "syntax" coming f rom 
linguistics which deals only with distinct and prespecified forms nor-
mally implies the bringing together of distinct units, but pictorial 
form evolves extension and continuity and from this angle pictures 
are nothing but syntax, the only pure syntax there is.166 For example, 
a line is not really one distinct unit after another, it is a unit by being 
an extension of the same thing: a line is not syntax of points. The 
form of each and every object is adjusted by its viewpoint, and by 
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